
Session WC10 Checklist

TARGET CHECKLIST Version 1
Protocol or target pool: Wikimedia Judge Matching
Target Number: 10
Today June 3, 2019
Time when making checklist 11:39 PM

CHECKLIST

Main element(s) of emphasis/importance: 
1. Orange cap shaped, at slight elevation above the ground and not itself on the ground, has a round 
perimeter around, is taller on the top than on the bottom, roundish edges all over. 
2. Red underneath the orange, holds up the orange, has got two appendages that diagonally spread 
upward to hold up the orange above itself, has also two long red arches that bow outward and 
connect into the ground. The central part of the red element is embedded into the ground a bit. This 
red element feels emotions and reacts dismissively to being approached. 
3. Brown soil, and a brown soil mound atop which sits the red and orange elements. 
4. Several water droplets sitting spread apart from each other on the soil surface and also behind 
the orange element. 
5. Reflective surface like a large sheet of glass that is curved like half of a drinking glass, sits in front 
of on the right side from red element, underneath the orange element, could be same as the 
reflective of water droplets. 
6. Brown hairs at the back of orange element, these are like roots that drink up water from 
surroundings, or are just hairs that got moisture on them. 



7. Small yellow thing which connects to a pink element. 
8. Pink blanket which is connected on one end to the yellow element, on other end connected to 
the red element. 
9. Bundle spiral mess of hairs like a ball of yarn sits atop the orange element. 
10. Black furrow etched into the ground, leads up to the orange element. 
11. One large giant foot stands on the ground next to the other elements. There was also indication 
that the red element may have injured its foot and would be sitting on the ground holding its sore 
ankle with its hands. 

Lifeform a) human, b) animal: YES
Describe: The red element behaves like a lifeform, it acts very dismissive of my approaches and 
shoos me away, it can also react by shunning away from my touch by curling itself together to avoid 
my touch. It has emotions and sensations. It keeps reminding me of a mushroom. The foot belongs 
either to the "mushroom" or to a human standing next to it. (A mushroom is according to biological 
science more closely related to an animal than to a plant.) 

Plantlife: NO, a mushroom is not a plant. The lifeform that we have drinks water moisture and 
seems to have neural reactions and sensations and emotions, but is more like an animal than like a 
plant. 
Larger trees or smaller plantlife: 
Describe: 

Significant water: YES
Describe: Water droplets all around, not really raining but water droplets scattered on the ground 
and behind the orange element. The droplets are scattered and not clustered into puddles, there 
was also moisture within the soil underneath the surface. 

Sun or lamp: NO
Describe shape, size, altitude, placement, significance: 

Motion: NO
Describe: 
Activity/Behavior: The red element feels many emotions, it reacts protective of itself by shunning 
anyone who approaches away from where it is or by shunning away into itself, and it may have an 
injured sore foot that it is rubbing on. It takes cover from the rain underneath the orange cap, but 
its root fibers are also drinking moisture that is pulled in toward its central body parts unless the 
lifeform is just wet but not really intending to be drinking. The red element is DRINKING WATER, 
taking in moisture! 
Describe: 

Large building or construction: NO (well maybe that large pane of curved glass)
Describe: 

Significant small items and how many: YES
Describe each: 
1. Orange cap is most likely natural but could be manmade like an umbrella? 



Vehicles (eg. boat, airplane, bicycle, train): NO
Describe: 

Describe floor/ground: Dark brown soil earth dirt covered in water droplets, there is a hill mound. 

Indoors or outdoors or both: Outdoors, but the red element feels itself indoors within its encasing 
underneath the orange cap and the large curved pane of glass, but all of this is outdoors. 

Main elevation(s) emphasized a) below ground, b) ground, c) above ground, d) high up in sky: We 
are on the ground. 

Primarily a) nature/natural, b) manmade, c) artificial: Nature

Describe the overall target site area: Brown earth dirt with a small hill mound that has a furrow that 
leads up to the top of the hill where we have the orange cap held up by the red element. 

Describe surroundings outside of target site: Not probed for
Probable location on world map: Not probed for

Emotions, ambience, feeling: Red element feels frantic, hectic, upset, unsettled, uncomfortable, but 
is not going anywhere else from this set location. It has also felt worry and something similar to sad 
at one time. The red element exudes a whole lot of emotions, it is acting like a little garden gnome it 
is quite an unhappy camper! 

Significance and meaning of target: An interesting mushroom or other small item or primitive 
lifeform which sits there on the brown soil and is - whether we know it or not - undergoing some 
frantic emotions. 

What I think the target is, 
1) Mushroom or similar primitive lifeform like a sea slug
2) A human or an animal underneath an orange umbrella
3) Plant-like lifeform with roots

Summary or additional explanations: So what do I think we have. Hard to say. Look for the brown 
natural dirt ground with water droplets scattered all around. I forgot to mention earlier that the red 
element is really hot and it is steaming, steam rises up from it. Look for the orange cap shape and 
color with a red something underneath it, especially if it could be found to be a lifeform. Could a 
foot be significant on the target image? Root systems above ground, arching roots, brown hairs that 
collect moisture or just happen to be a bit wet. Look for emotions, well, a lifeform would do it. 

We are not traveling anywhere, and no electronics or technology was detected. The red element is 
drinking water, is taking in moisture. Is there moisture on a target image? Not like a big water, but 
moisture like in many water droplets. These elements have water around them as droplets behind 
the orange, on the brown hairs behind the orange. Something about a foot, or an injured foot. 

11:56 PM End checklist notes. 


